
 

 

 

 

  Fabric Requirements: 

    1/2 yard solid fabric 

    2 - 18” Square of muslin 

    1  - 18” quilt batting 

    1 yard of striped satin ribbon  - 1-7/8” wide 

    1-1/3yds  (48”) of coordinating flat ribbon (1-7/8” wide) 

    1  3/4” button for center of rose 

    One 16” pillow form or 1 bag of polyester fiberfill 

    Thread to match solid fabric for quilting 

    Thread to match the wide flat ribbon for topstitching 

    Fabric Glue Stick 

 

Cutting Instructions: 

    1.  Cut 2-  17” squares of solid fabric  

    2.  Cut 2 squares of Muslin 

 

Beginning to create: 

 

    1.  Lay one square of solid on your cutting table. 

    2.  Cut your wide (1-7/8”) flat printed in half. 

    3.  On back of ribbon, apply fabric glue in a few places. 

    4.  Place ribbon diagonally onto the solid square wrong side down. 

    5.  Pin in place to hold it. 

    6.  Do same with the second ribbon piece.                                                                                               Fig. 1 

         (be careful not to stretch fabric when applying the ribbon since you are working on the bias.)      

    7.  Using a walking foot, stitch close to edges to secure in place. 

 

Making the Rose: 

 

   1. Take your striped satin ribbon and ruffle along one edge.  You can use your ruffling foot or stitch with a running stitch 

        by hand.  Gather it until it measure about 16”-18” depending on what size you want your finished flower. 

                                  ( Experiment a bit before you start the process of making the flower.) 

  

       Ruffled Ribbon Rose Pillow 



          

 3.  When you have determined the length you need, secure one end and even 

        out the ruffle. 

   4.  Turn under both  raw ends about 1/2”.  Stitch under by hand,   

   5.  Starting on the outside, begin to lay ruffled ribbon around the center crossing of 

         the flat ribbon.  (I started about 1/2” - 3/4” out)    Fig. 2 

   6.  Continue to curve the ribbon around forming a circle, pinning in place as you 

        go.                                                                                                                                                                    

   7.  As you get to where you started the circle, gradually curve to inside of the circle                          Fig. 2 

        to begin the second smaller circle. 

 

   8.  Continue around until the end of the ruffled  

         ribbon closes into the center 

                      (note the pictures.) 

   9.  When I liked the finished rose, I loosened all  

        the pins and began stitching the ruffled edges 

        onto the background by hand.  When  

       I finished the outer circle,  then pinned the  

                     Fig. 3                                       second layer in place, continuing     

                                                                     in the same way until all the ruffled edges were secured         Fig. 4 

                                                                     in place. 

     10. Laying the finished pillow top on my cutting mat, I used a clear ruler and a  

           Chalkoner  (a rotary chalk wheel) to mark quilting lines.  I kept it pretty simple 

           measuring 1” lines using,  the wide ribbon as my starting point.      Note  

              Fig. 5.   

     11.  After marking is done, layer muslin square, the centering quilt batting on top 

             of that, then centering the pillow top.  Pin all layers together to hold in place 

            while quilting.   

      12.  Using thread to match your background and a walking foot, sew with a  

               slightly longer  stitch following you markings. 

      13,  Using a large square ruler, trim to 16.5” .       

      14.  Sew your button into the center of the rose.                                                                                Fig. 5 

     15.  Take your other piece of muslin, lay it on your ironing board and then top it with the solid square.  Trim to 16.5”. 

             Stitch with long stitch 1/4” around the edges to hold together. (this gives more body to your pillow by lining  

             your backing)             

     16.  Place right sides of pillow and backing together pinning to secure in place.   

     17.  Sew around your pillow using a 1/2” seam being sure to leave a 8” opening in the bottom edge of your pillow. 

     18.  If you are using a pillow form, insert and hand stitch the opening closed. 

     19.  If you prefer fiberfill, stuff your pillow firmly being sure to get plenty of the fiberfill into all corners.  Then  

             sew the opening closed. 

 

                                                                Congratulations, you are done. 

                                    Now you can proudly show off your rose on you sofa! 
     


